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Purpose

The intention of this project was to create a premium book for a notable design studio to be used as a giveaway for clients, as a coffee table book, or as a reference for their prominent projects. Mother Design
is a studio based in New York and London working as an independent
branch of Mother agency. They have been internationally recognized
for their bold, forward-facing work for clients like Tripadvisor, Facebook, and the BBC.The book celebrates their most notable projects
and provides insight into the company.
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Research

Overview
Mother Design is an independent design studio based in London and New York that creates bold,
multimedia work built for a wide array of clients. The studio operates both independently, and in
conjunction with their notorious, parent advertising agency, Mother. The Mother family began in 1996
in London, with Robert Saville, Mark Waites, Andy Medd, and Matt Clark as the founding partners.
Determined to do things differently, the four creative friends decided to ditch the corporate world and
create their own agency, in which they did not have to answer to the traditional rules of working in-house.

Top
Robert Saville, Mother’s only founder
that remains emloyed with the company.
Above
Mark Sloan, Head of Design for Mother
Design studio.
Right
Mother Design’s London office.

History
Mother Design was founded in 2006, acting both as the design department for Mother agency to tap
into, while also publishing work for clients independently. The studio’s founder is Michael Ian Kaye,
known for an incredibly expansive portfolio of work that includes branding for fashion clients like
Kate Spade, campaigns for Coca-Cola and American Express, and iconic book cover designs, most
notably, Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club. Kaye spearheaded a bold approach to the idea of an independent design studio; speaking about the design team, design director Mark Aver says, “they have a crucial
voice from the beginning of a project briefing.” The approach is to consider design an integral part of
the decision-making and final solution, not just a department to call upon with a brief.
The studio is now headed out of New York by Mark Sloan, a veteran in the advertising world with
experience as the Director of Design for TBWA/Chiat/Day, the Creative Director of Quicksilver, and
Head of Design for Wieden and Kennedy. With a deep understanding of the advertising world, Sloan
works as a liaison between the greater Mother and Mother Design. The studio now employs 18 people
across New York and London, with over 500 people working for Mother agency as a whole. In addition
to the large agency and the design studio, the Mother family also includes the Latin American creative
network, Madre, and The Secret Little Agency in Singapore.
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Team
The team at Mother Design incudes many young creatives from a variety of backgrounds and disciplines. Among the leadership is Kristy Minns, Creative Director based in the London offices, who
joined the team in 2018 after a long career working with different brands such as Google and Selfridges. Also in London is Thomas Humeau, who joined the team in 2015 after working in-house at Apple,
Vice and i-D magazine, as well as in different design agencies. He provides a connection to important
clients like Nike, BBC, and PlayStation. Matt Van Leeuwen is the design director of the New York
offices, having before worked with clients like Disney and Yellow Pages.
Outside of the leadership, Mother’s team of designers are young, mostly 20-some year-olds with experience at small agencies and as freelancers. The company culture seems to be one of putting good quality
work over experience and number of years in the industry. The designers have a wide range of specialties, including type, motion, print, and strategies for branding systems.

Above
Tripadvisor’s new brand mark is full of
personality. Below, their new typeface is
on display with the brand’s colors.
Right
Filthy’s new wordmark is loud, angular,
and complimentary to their retro fell.
Their packages are now elegant and
classy, with new illustrations reminiscent
of instructional graphics.

Clients
Mother Design has had an array of consistent, large clients including BBC, Nike, and New York
Fashion Week. Their work includes specialty event branding, like the work they did for AIGA’s design
conference in 2016, as well as full branding systems for innovative companies like Andbox, an esports
organization that brings together leagues of teams in New York. With a group of talented designers,
they are able to offer full, experiential solutions that include everything from type design to motion to
environmental graphics.
One of their most recent clients is Tripadvisor, an online travel agency that works to compare choices
and use content that its users create in order to help people pick the best travelling experience. Their
branding got a refresh, which Mother described as a “reduction of complexity and amplification of
character.” It included a newly updated logo, their famous owl, a new set of brand colors, and a collaboration with Colophon Foundry for a custom typeface. The branding communicates Tripadvisor’s
friendly, casual attitudes while being eye-catching and energetic.
Another recent rebrand is that of Filthy, a luxury cocktail-garnish company that is expanding their sales
from bars and restaurants to retail. Filthy’s rebrand included a new wordmark, type choices, color choices, illustrations, and other visual elements that are integrated into new packaging and brand videos.
The new identity is angular and imperfect, reminiscent of 1950s cut-paper designs and Saul Bass title
sequences. The retro influence grounds the brand in a classic voice, while letting the colors and illustrations speak to an excitement and rowdiness of the present day.
One of the most expansive projects in Mother Design’s recent history, however, is their work for BBC
Radio 1. Their work updated BBC Radio 1’s brand identity to stand out more amongst the saturated
industry and to appeal to the younger audience their content caters to. There are multiple sub-brands
within the umbrella, so the system had to be flexible enough to morph across different platforms and
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speak to different elements of what they do. The new look is described by Mother as “punchy,” cutting
through the noise while letting an array of artists shine through. Their work expanded to include BBC
Radio 1’s Big Weekend festival in 2019. The assets created for the festival have the same look and feel as
the other brand elements, but are made more colorful, loud, and enormous in scale to compliment the
festival’s needs. The design team’s talent for environmental graphics is on full display for this project.
In addition to well-known commercial clients, Mother has a passion for socially conscious causes and
organizations. Callen-Lorde is another famous client, a historic health organization in New York that
works in particular with the LGBTQ community to provide mental health care, help with insurance
services, and women’s health. For inspiration, Mother relied on “guerilla marketing that came from the
AIDS crisis of the 1980s,” and created an identity of daring color and type combinations that separate
the company from any semblance of the sterile, boring world of corporate health care.

Awards and Publications
In 2019, Mother was named Independent Agency of the Year by Campaign, an international publication highlighting news in the advertising and creative business world. In past years, Mother Design
has been honored by being chosen to design the language for the 2016 AIGA Design Conference, for
which they were honored by Core77 with the Visual Communication Award. This system was also
awarded by The One Club, along with the Andbox identity system, and the Bodily identity system.
D&AD also honored the Andbox identity system with their Wood Pencil award.

Top
BBC Radio 1’s identity on display in a
poster for FKA Twiggs’ appearance in
the Live Lounge.
Right
BBC Radio 1’s Big Weekend included
massive environmental graphics to fit
the stage, posters for the park, and
motion graphics.
Above
Posters for Callen-Lorde are bold, colorful,
and anything but expected for an organization that provides health services.

The work of Mother is continuously honored in awards, but also in mentions in publications. AIGA’s
Eye on Design has run multiple features detailing the culture and success of the design studio. Campaign has also run a number of stories on Mother, as well as The Independent, and DESK Magazine.
The work of the design studio continues to be talked about and integral to pop-culture, influencing
trends and the work of up and coming designers.
Contact
London
10 Redchurch St,
London E2 7DD
+44 (0) 20 7012 1999
london@motherdesign.com
New York
595 11th Avenue
New York, NY 10036
(+1) 212 254 2800
newbusiness.ny@motherdesign.com
talent.ny@motherdesign.com
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Pagination
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Sketches
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Feedback
•

Hardcover instead of softcover book feels elevated and more appropriate for
purpose of the book.

•

Close-ups of the cover to show foil texture

•

Copy should be edited on pages to fit third-person POV

•

Show the system across many different spreads - the project is more successful
when viewed in full.

•

Add close-ups, differentiation within mockups to better tell the story. Previous
mockups are inconsistent.
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Final Images/
Changes based on feedback
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Mockups
BEFORE
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Mockups | Final Images
AFTER
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